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Stephanie’s President’s Message
Hello Everyone,
Well it sure seems that winter has held its grip on us this season. We may be in for the long haul. Hopefully March and April will
be conducive to our road trips.
Speaking of our driving tours we are changing the March drive to the Grizzly Bar in Roscoe. We will head toward Columbus via
the back roads to Roscoe for lunch. Then you are on your own on how you want to head home. The drive from Roscoe towards
Red Lodge is quite fun. We will meet at the Holiday station on Gable Road at 9:30 and leave at 10:00 am.
Don’t forget to make your reservation for Chico April 26th if you plan on staying overnight. We have a block of eight rooms reserved. Just mention the Porsche club and they will set you up.
Our Spuds 4 will be held again at the home of Graham Beckett and Susan Peacock’s home on February 15th at 6:00 pm. Please
bring a topper for the baked potato and beverage of your choice. This has turned out to be quite a fun evening. Please RSVP to
snowgse@bresnan.net by February 10th so we know how many potatoes to buy.
We had a great turnout for our January Breakfast club meeting. Ten members tried their hands at winning the $10 gift card by
playing Liars poker. Only no one really lied. Susan Peacock won the gift card. Maybe we will try it again in February. Two members were brave enough to drive their Porsches.
I would like to welcome two new members to our region. Jere Walters transferred from Las Vegas to Wilsall. He owns a 911SC.
Hopefully we will get to see that beauty soon. Also, Dave Round has a 1979 911 SC. Tom and Sara Neyer and Dennis and
Marilyn Raffensperger recently renewed their membership. Welcome to all.
Well we hope to see you all at Spuds 4. Have a Happy Valentine Day.
Stephanie Haider,
President

Billings Breakfast Club
The ABSABS-PCA meets each 2nd Saturday of the month at
Grains of Montana, 926 Grand Avenue, in Billings at 9:00 AM. Weather and time permitting, we
may go for a short drive afterwards.
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Porsche Victory at the Rolex 24 Hours of Daytona
Stuttgart . Porsche has taken off into the 2014 racing season with a victory at the prestigious 24 Hours of Daytona. Porsche factory pilots Richard Lietz (Austria), Nick Tandy (Great Britain) and Patrick Pilet (France) won the highly-competitive GTLM class of
the sports car classic in Florida with the Porsche 911 RSR run by the Porsche North America factory squad. With the 76th class
win and the 40th for the Porsche 911, Porsche adds to its record as the most successful manufacturer in the history of this race.
The 24 Hours of Daytona was the inaugural race of the Tudor United SportsCar Championship, the new sports car race series in
the USA and Canada.
The 52nd running of the Daytona 24 hour race marks the start of a new era for Porsche: In the Tudor United SportsCar Championship, Porsche runs a works team for the first time in US sports car racing under the flag of the newly-formed team Porsche
North America. The debut race was a complete success. When dawn broke after a long night on the Daytona International
Speedway, the Porsche 911 RSR with the starting number 911 lay in the lead with Patrick Pilet at the wheel. The second 911
RSR with the number 912, in which Patrick Long (USA), Michael Christensen (Denmark) and Joerg Bergmeister (Germany)
shared driving duties, followed in second. The 470 hp racer from Weissach is based on the seventh generation of the iconic 911
sports car and celebrated its race debut last season, scoring a brilliant double victory at it first outing at the Le Mans 24 Hours.
For 2014, the winning racer from Weissach, with its extraordinary vehicle design representing the Porsche Le Mans slogan
“Mission 2014. Our Return”, has received improvements in many areas. At the Daytona premiere, however, a double victory was
not possible: Contesting his first race as a Porsche works driver, Michael Christensen had to park the #912 Porsche 911 RSR
after 489 trouble-free laps with an engine mechanical issue.
The number 911 vehicle, however, continued in flawless form. Patrick Pilet, Nick Tandy and Joerg Bergmeister successfully
warded off all attacks from factory-run BMW, Viper and Chevrolet. However, it was the ongoing gripping duels at the front that
clearly outshone the fight for overall victory. The spectators, many of whom traditionally follow the race action from the roofs of
their motorhomes parked in the infield of the world famous race track, were thrilled. Two caution phases in the final laps made for
a nail-biting situation at the front. But the Porsche North America strategists in the pits made the right call and the drivers kept
their cool in the hectic final phase. When Patrick Pilet finally crossed the finish line at 14.11 hrs, the Porsche pits erupted in
cheers.
The new Porsche 911 GT America celebrated a successful debut in the GTD class: After a spirited fight in the race car purposebuilt for the Tudor United SportsCar Championship, American Madison Snow saw the flag in second place with Jan Heylen
(Belgium) and Germany’s Marco Seefried. They finished less than one second shy of the winner.
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Holiday Party — Susan & Gary Finn’s Home
For the first time in many years the Absaroka Region held a
Christmas Party. Without the planning and suggestion from
Susan Finn the event never would have happened. The
party kicked off at Susan and Gary’s home in Billings. She
had spent a great part of her day preparing delicious appetizers. Her home was wonderfully decorated in the Christmas spirit and a warm crackling fire welcomed everyone.
Attending were Fred Magers, Stephanie and Daryl Haider,
Graham Beckett and Susan Peacock, Greg and Susan
Kohn, Dan Cole and Jo Pintz-Cole, John Dewitt, Herb
Stoick and his friend Sharla, and Susan’s father Bob Voight
and his friend Mary Skalsky.
After warm Christmas cocktails and tasty treats the group
enjoyed a fun round of the “Rob Your Neighbor” party
game. Graham suggested the party game and it was a big
hit with those present. Everyone brought a small gift and
then in a round robin affair each was unwrapped and then
available for the next person to steal if desired. The gifts
ranged from gift certificates, spirits, calendars, slippers,
clocks, and other fun treats.
It was a fun evening for sure. Some lessons learned from
the event are: we have a great group of fun people in our
region, a Christmas or holiday activity should be a must-do
event each year and lastly, Absaroka Members are just
TOO nice. I don’t recall one gift being taken from its owner.
Finally, thank you Susan for the suggestion and all the effort you put forward to making it a wonderful evening.

Above: Graham Becket, Bob Voight, Mary Skalsky,
Susan Finn
Left: Stephanie and a new Absaroka Calendar
Below: Fred Magers, Susan Peacock, Jo Pintz-

Right: John Dewitt
Right Left: Susan Peacock
Graham Beckett
Greg Kohn
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Holiday Party — Susan & Gary Finn’s Home
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February Meeting
4th “Spuds” Baked Potato Bar - February 16, 2014
Graham Beckett and Susan Peacock, have again volunteered to have the our 4th Absaroka Spuds Baked Potato Bar at the
Alaska Region Southern Outpost in Billings! Absaroka Porsche Club members can plan to enjoy a well-topped “Good Ole Idaho
Potato” at our fourth Absaroka Spuds Potato Bar.
To participate, all you need to do is the following:
1. Decide on a potato topping such as BBQ beef or pork, chicken or turkey ala king, sour cream, butter, cheese, crumbled bacon, mushrooms, broccoli, beef stroganoff, or chili. OR you could opt to bring something exotic like sour cream & caviar,
chicken tikki masala, seafood newburg, etc.
2. Bring your topping to the potato bar to share, or you can bring a dessert.
3. Bring your beverage of choice
4. Please RSVP by Wednesday, February 10th so we have a head count and idea of what you are bringing.
Spuds and eating utensils will be provided.
When: Saturday, February 16, 6:00 PM
Where: Graham & Susan’s, 1116 Ginger Billings, MT 59105
RSVP: Stephanie at nowgse@bresnan.net or call 406.672.4815
Graham Beckett at 406.672.3045

March Meeting
Drive To Roscoe, MT - March 15, 2014
“Where the hell is Roscoe?” will be the rally cry for our March adventure. As part of our continued quest to discover hidden gems on
the back roads of Montana, March finds us on the road for lunch at the famous Grizzly Bar in Roscoe to solve this question; “Where
the hell is Roscoe?”. The Grizzly Bar has been a staple in Roscoe since the 1930s. The roads should be clear by then and the scenery always spectacular.
To participate, all you need to do is the following:
When:

Saturday, March 15, 2014 Meeting time is 9:30 AM

Where:

Meet at the Holiday Gas Station on the corner of Gable and Zoo Drive.

More Info: Stephanie Haider: 406.672.4815 or, Dan Cole: 208.859.4608
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News From Porsche AG
Deliveries in 2013: Global Growth Across All Regions
Porsche Delivers More Than 162,000 Vehicles to Customers For The First Time
Stuttgart. For the first time in the history of the company, Porsche delivered more than 162,000 vehicles to customers across
the world last year. This figure corresponds to an increase of 15 per cent in comparison to 2012. The Porsche 911 was especially successful last year: During its anniversary year, around 30,000 of these iconic sports cars were handed over to customers.
“Thanks to our strong product campaign and the extension of our business model, we have been able to further enhance the
appeal of our brand on a global scale, as demonstrated by the 162,145 deliveries we made in 2013”, said Bernhard Maier, Member of the Executive Board Sales and Marketing at Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche AG. “We are looking ahead to the coming months
with optimism and are anticipating new growth with the Porsche Macan and 911 Targa models.”
Porsche enjoyed success in all regions last year. In the USA, which remains the largest market for the sports car manufacturer,
42,323 new vehicles were handed over to customers, representing an increase of 20.8 per cent in comparison to 2012. In the
Chinese market, a total of 37,425 vehicles were delivered to customers in 2013. This figure corresponds to a growth of 20 per
cent in comparison with the previous year. In the company's domestic market of Germany, Porsche topped the 20,000 mark:
Precisely 20,638 new owners were able to celebrate the delivery of their new vehicles.
The most popular Porsche model was still the Cayenne in 2013: More than 84,000 units of the sporty SUV vehicle were sold.
Demand in the mid-engine sports car segment also showed a strong increase. With around 25,500 deliveries, the Boxster model
range, which also includes the new Cayman model, saw the greatest increase in comparison to 2012 (+117.4 %).

December

January - December

PORSCHE AG Deliveries
2013

2012

Variance (%)

2013

2012

Variance (%)

World

14,855

12,097

22.8

162,145

141,075

14.9

Europe

5,018

4,556

10.1

51,049

48,877

4.4

Germany

1,428

1,389

2.8

20,638

17,526

17.8

America

3,900

3,479

12.1

49,562

41,060

20.7

USA

3,246

2,952

10

42,323

35,043

20.8

Asia Pacific, Africa and Mideast

5,937

4,062

46.2

61,534

51,138

20.3

China

3,312

1,937

71

37,425

31,205

19.9
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The New Porsche 911 Targa!!!
The World Premiere of a Modern Classic.
Stuttgart. World premiere of the 911 Targa: At the North American International Auto Show (NAIAS) in Detroit, Porsche
is presenting the latest generation of the extravagant 911 model to the public. This model is the first to combine the classic Targa concept with state-of-the-art roof technology. Just like the legendary original Targa model, the new model features the characteristic wide bar in place of the B-pillars, a movable roof section above the front seats and a wraparound
rear window with no C-pillar. But unlike the classic models, the roof segment on the new Targa can be opened and
closed at the push of a button. When the button is actuated, the fully automatic roof system stows the convertible top
behind the rear seat system, providing a real spectacle. The rear-weighted design of the PTM all-wheel drive fitted as
standard is a typical Porsche feature, and guarantees that this latest 911 model also offers optimum driving dynamics on
all road surfaces and in all weather conditions.
With these features, the new 911 Targa is presenting itself as a high-quality, innovative remake of the classic vehicle
from 1965. The model shares a great deal in common with the 911 Carrera 4 cabriolet models; up to the window line, the
technology and body of the vehicles is more or less the same. The combination of the wide rear end that is typical of allwheel drive models, the Targa bar and the dome-shaped rear window gives the latest 911 an extremely sporty appearance and a low-slung profile.
Two model variants, exclusively with all-wheel drive
As with the predecessor model, the new Targa generation comes in two versions available exclusively with all-wheel
drive. The 911 Targa 4 is powered by a 3.4-litre, 350 hp (257 kW) flat engine. Equipped with the Porsche Doppelkupplung (PDK) and Sport Chrono package, this model accelerates from zero to 100 km/h in just 4.8 seconds and boasts a
top speed of 282 km/h. Its NEDC fuel consumption figures are between 9.5 and 8.7 litres/100 km, depending on transmission, which corresponds to a CO2 emissions level of between 223 and 204 g/km. The top model is the 911 Targa 4S,
which delivers 400 hp (294 kW) from a displacement of 3.8 litres. This model reaches a top speed of 296 km/h and, with
the PDK and Sport Chrono package fitted, accelerates in 4.4 seconds. Its fuel consumption fluctuates between 10.0 and
9.2 litres per 100 km, depending on transmission, which corresponds to a CO2 level of between 237 and 214 g/km. With
these figures, the model is on a par with the high standard set by the 911 Carrera 4 cabriolet models in terms of engine
and road performance, as well as efficiency. Both sports cars are certified for compliance with the Euro 6 emissions
standard.
The new 911 Targa models will be launched onto the market in May 2014. In Germany, the 911 Targa costs EUR
109,338 and the 911 Targa S EUR 124,094, inclusive of VAT and country-specific equipment in each case.
911 Targa: Urban fuel consumption 13.9 – 11.8 litres/100 km; extra-urban fuel consumption 7.7 – 6.9 litres/100 km; combined fuel consumption 10.0 – 8.7 litres/100 km; CO2 emissions 237 – 204 g/km; efficiency class: G, F**
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Technical Support From Pedro’s Garage
The Dreaded CEL
by Pedro P. Bonilla (PCA GCR)

Have you ever had the Check Engine Light (CEL) come on in your
car?
If it has, it’s actually the MIL
(Malfunction Indicator Lamp) which
lets you know that there’s a problem with the engine’s management system
Whenever I’m servicing a Porsche and see the MIL on, it
bothers me a little bit that the symbol is of a small block V8
and not of a beautiful flat-6 from a Porsche GT3.
The automotive monitoring system was developed by
CARB (California Air Resource Board) and SAE (Society
of Automotive Engineers) in an effort to reduce vehicle
emissions, beginning in 1988.

more trapezoid connector on the right is the OBD-II found
in all Porsches after model year 1996.
This newer version of On Board Diagnostics is much more
sophisticated than it’s predecessor, and aside from doing
all that the OBD-I did, it also added the ECM (Electronic
Control Module) which controls the operation and performance of the vehicle’s subsystems. OBD-II now monitors:
ECT Sensor (Engine Coolant Temperature Sensor)
IAT Sensor (Intake Air Temperature Sensor)
IAC Valve (Idle Air Control Valve)
BARO Sensor (Barometric Pressure Sensor)
TP Sensor (Throttle Position Sensor)
ECM / PCM (Engine Control Module / Powertrain Control
Module)

The specific ways in which the manufacturers had to comply was not specified by the regulations and each manufacIt was called the OBD-I (On Board Diagnostic, generation
turer made their own interpretations. For instance, the
1). The system, mandated by CARB, had to illuminate a
“check engine” light to notify the driver that there was a po- regulations state that a car has to monitor engine misfires,
but doesn’t specify how, therefore some manufacturers
tential failure in an emission’s component and the system
also had to store a DTC (Diagnostic Trouble Code) in mem- look at O2 sensor waveforms, others look at crankshaft
fluctuation and still others look at the current in the seconory.
dary ignition system.
The regulations for OBD-I were very easy for manufacturNeedless to say that OBD-II is a very complicated but very
ers to comply with, since they were already monitoring
most of these systems, but each manufacturer monitored in useful system which alerts the driver and the technician of
possible engine malfunctions.
their own way.
Because of inconsistencies in the DTCs as well as in the
data connectors from manufacturer to manufacturer and
the inability of OBD-I to detect emissions system degradation, a new monitoring system went into effect in 1996, the
OBD-II. It should have been in 1994, but it got delayed 2
years.
Below you can see the original Porsche OBD-I connector
(round) which is found on the 964s and early 993s as well
as on later 944s and 928s and on all of the 968s. The

The OBD-II is capable of generating two different types of
diagnostic codes:
“Generic” codes that are the same for all makes and models of vehicles (required by law) and ...
“OEM” codes that are unique to specific vehicle manufacturers.
The OEM codes cover non-emission related failures such
as ABS, HVAC, Airbag, Electrical, etc.
The generic codes can be can be read using a basic code
reader or scan tool that is OBD-II compliant and usually
cost less than $100 at any auto parts store. More and
more car enthusiasts are adding an OBD-II code reader to
their tool case to help them diagnose simple failures.
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New PCA Zone 6 Rep
Because of the myriad of sensors and readings, a “Check
Engine Light” or “Malfunction Indicator Light” can be triggered by something as simple as a loose gas or oil cap,
since the system is also monitoring vacuum levels.
So an OBD-II scan tool can pay for itself if it helps you to
discover something like this, saving you a trip to the repair
shop.
But, when the system failure is more complex, you will
need to have a much more powerful tool that is capable of
accessing all of the codes, as well as almost every component in the vehicle such as those found at the dealerships
and independent repair facilities.
The one shown here, the PST-II (Porsche System Tester-II)
was the second generation tester from Porsche, which recently introduced the PIWIS (Porsche Integrated Workshop
Information System) as the latest in Porsche diagnostic

In The Zone
Introducing Tim Hagner
Hello to Zone 6 from me, Tim Hagner, your new Zone 6 Rep.
I’ll be trying to fill the shoes of past Zone Rep. David Cooley.
First, don’t forget to say “Thank you” to Dave for all the work
he did for our Zone.
Several regions have asked for a Bio to introduce myself to
you, so here goes (I’d rather type Porsche than type Tim).
I saw my first Porsche in 1960 and was smitten. Then in 1973
my new bride, Sue, and I purchased our first Porsche, a 1962
356B coup. We started auto-Xing and rallying with the 356
and met fellow Porsche owners and PCA members. Joining
PCA was soon to follow. Sue and I joined the Loma Prieta
Region and this was the start of our long and enjoyable association with the family we call PCA.
Working for a large aerospace company required us to do
some relocation. In Southern California we where active in
the Cal-Inland Region and I served 2 years as President and
various other positions. Than after another transfer we joined
the Peach State Region. In retirement, we now reside in
Bend, Oregon and are active members of the High Desert
Region, I having just completed my 3rd term as President and
Sue as Goodie Store chairperson.

tools.
This screen on the PST-II corresponds to the same error code
(P054) as shown above on the
handheld scanner, but as you
can see, there is much more information and accessible data on
the specialized factory scanning
system which help to find and
correct failures much more
quickly
What the CEL should mean to you is:
If you see the CEL / MIL on, continuously, it’s telling you
that the system found a malfunction in it’s monitoring. You
should have the error code(s) read as soon as possible and
perform corrective services.

We have two sons and 5 grandchildren. One of the sons still
complains about being “forced” to sit in the back seat of a
911. He had grown to big to sit on Mom’s lap in the 914 so
we bought the “family” size Porsche, a 911. It made perfect
sense to me! He is now in the market for a 911 of his own.
Currently we drive a Silver 1987 911 Turbo.
Through all the different Porsches, auto-xes, rallies, concours, DEs or Parades Sue and I have been part of over the
years, we still find it’s the people that makes PCA great! We
look forward to meeting everyone throughout Zone 6 and expanding our PCA family.
Tim

If you see the CEL / MIL flashing it’s telling you that the
engine is misfiring and damage to the engine is possible if it
keeps running. Shut it off and contact a qualified tech or
have it flat-bedded to a shop / dealership.
For additional information on diagnostics and code errors,
please visit our website at: www.PedrosGarage.com.
Happy Porsche-ing,

Pedro
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News From PCA National
PCA National Press Release - December 27, 2013
Werks Reunion—A Porsche Gathering coming to Carmel Valley, California
The Porsche Club of America is set to begin a new tradition
in 2014 with the inaugural Werks Reunion. The new, premier
Porsche event will take place on Friday, August 15, during
the world-famous “Car Week” on California’s Monterey Peninsula.
In years past, PCA co-hosted Legends of the Autobahn at
the Rancho Cañada Golf Club. For 2014, the club will host a
dedicated event to celebrate Porsche automobiles on the
very same fairways. Expect a breathtaking array of Porsches, from rare classics to customs, race cars, current models, and everything in between. PCA will host the event with
participation from Porsche Cars North America. National
PCA Sponsors will also be present with exhibits and displays.
Werks Reunion is open to all and tagged as “A Porsche
Gathering” for a reason: PCA is inviting other Porsche clubs
to join in the fun! Werks Reunion is intended to be a new way
for all Porsche owners to mingle during Monterey’s annual
auto extravaganza. As a result, the Porsche Owners Club,
Porsche Racing Club, 356 Registry, 356 Club, Early 911S
Registry, R Gruppe, 914 World, and all Porsche clubs and
registries are welcome. Membership in PCA is not required.
Porsche owners looking to compete will have the choice of
entering their cars in either the people's choice or concourse
categories. Special, one-of-a-kind trophies are being made
just for this event. Other Porsche owners will have the opportunity to include their car in the display only Porsche corral. All will be treated to a stunning display of more than 500
Porsches, access vendors, and enjoy the camaraderie of
fellow car enthusiasts. The 2014 show will feature the latest
Porsches, special vehicle presentations, celebrity guests,
and a surprise or two.
Contact: Tom Provasi, Event Chair, werksreunion@pca.org
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2014 Absaroka Region Calendar
January

11

February
Billings Breakfast Club
Billings, MT

8
15

March

8
15

Billings Breakfast Club
Billings, MT
4th Spuds Baked Potato Bar
Alaska Region’s Southern Outpost, Billings

April
Billings Breakfast Club
Billings, MT
Drive & Lunch at the Grizzly Bar
Roscoe, MT

May

12
26

Billings Breakfast Club
Billings, MT
6th Tour to Chico Hot Springs & YNP
Chico, MT

June

10
17/18
24

Billings Breakfast Club
Billings, MT
Big Sky Region Driver's Education
Lewistown, MT
Pompeii's Pillar Picnic
Billings, MT

July

14
15/21
21

Billings Breakfast Club
Billings, MT
59th Porsche Parade
Monterey, CA
Tour to the Castle
White Sulphur Springs, MT

August

11
12
20

36th Absaroka Charter Anniversary
1978—2014
Billings Breakfast Club
Billings, MT

13/14
20

Virginia City, MT

October
Billings Breakfast Club
Billings, MT

11

Billings Breakfast Club
Billings, MT

Big Sky Region Driver's Education

18

TBD EVENT NAME

Lewistown, MT
TBD EVENT NAME

November

8
15

23

Billings Breakfast Club
Billings, MT
7th All Euro Car Show
Billings, MT

Virginia City Tour & Follies

September

13

9

December
Billings Breakfast Club
Billings, MT
TBD EVENT NAME

13
20

Billings Breakfast Club
Billings, MT
TBD EVENT NAME
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Revel in the cold.
Despite the extremes of the season, you revel in the cold. Especially since your Porsche
vehicle was designed by people who share your enthusiasm for winter. Porsche Tequipment
has the right accessories to enhance your cold weather travel this winter, including our roof
rack system, ski rack/snowboard holders, and narrow & wide roof boxes. And to help
protect your Porsche vehicle from winter’s effects, the Tequipment line features rubber
floormats, cleaning equipment for wheels and tires, car covers, battery maintainers, and
interior/exterior cleaning products. Revel in the cold this winter with Porsche Tequipment
winter accessories. Porsche. There is no substitute.

